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QPI Ltd has supplied a wide range of products from small promotional material to
industrial equipment, including specialist equipment used by certified test labs.
Many of our procurement clients are promotional companies who on sell to major
brands including Heineken, Mercedes Benz, Disney, Cancer Council, Heart Foundation,
etc
Much of our QC work has included “white label” inspection reports on behalf of
certified test labs, and other QC companies.
We would welcome the opportunity to quote for any prospective procurement projects
you may have, be it for general merchandise, awareness days, fund raising, marketing /
promotion, or items for your staff and volunteers.
We can often turn jobs around in under a month however suggest more time is allowed
especially for sample and artwork approval.
QPI has shipped over 1 million lapel pins in a single consignment. Of course we are
happy to work with smaller quantities of a few thousand and can even ship “one off”
product economically in some cases.
We are limited in what we can show in a product catalogue, as much of our business
goes through agencies and promotional companies and so is subject to commercial
confidence.
All product is shipped from factory direct to you, so is manufactured to your
specification. Please email us a details of what you may need or be interested in, we can
quote on your specific needs.

QUALITY PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Email qpi@qpiltd.com with your quote request.

QPI Ltd Quality Control
The key distinction for many of our clients is that we are a QC company.
We provide a comprehensive service that includes pre-vetting any new factories,
following production through initial sampling specification, production and shipping.
Key elements include “in factory” During Production Inspections and typically Pre
Shipment Inspections (depending on DUPRO/s).
Our aim is to provide better value for money than most organizations can obtain from
buying factory direct. In fact we even supply to many large companies that have fully
staffed buying offices in Hong Kong!

QPI Ltd origins in Asia since 1969
Klaus Maertin invented the popular Floaties learn to Swim Products.
That saw various members of the Maertin family spending a lot of time in Asia for
procurement, product development and QC.
Eventually those activates expanded to OEM production of other Swim Products and
quickly expanded to include services for a wide range of third party clients.

Supporting Your Existing Supply Chain?
If you already have suppliers in Asia, we can support you with our QC services
which include:
- Factory Auditing / social auditing
- Product testing via European-managed Hong Kong and Chinese labs (for reliable,
yet fast and cost effective testing)
- Order monitoring – workflow management
- Production & Pre Shipment Inspection
- Container Loading Inspection

Click on links below for additional information:
Factory Vetting 			
China Credit Checks
Sample Collection 		
Lab Testing (Physical Testing / Chemical Testing)
DUPRO 				Pre Shipment Inspection
Container Loading Inspection
At QPI we offer personalized, flexible service at competitive rates and would
welcome the opportunity to further discuss your Procurement and QC needs.
Email us at qpi@qpiltd.com for further information and a quote request.
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